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ABSTRACT 
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is under development for possible deployment at the 32-nm technology node.  
One active area of research in this field is the development of photoresists that can meet the stringent requirements (high 
resolution, high sensitivity, low LER, etc.) of lithography in this regime.  In order to facilitate research in this and other 
areas related to EUV lithography, a printing station based upon the 0.3-NA Micro Exposure Tool (MET) optic was 
established at the Advanced Light Source, a synchrotron facility at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
A resist modeling technique using a resist point spread function has been shown to have good agreement with 
experiments for certain EUV resists such as Shipley EUV-2D [2].  The resist point spread function is a two-dimensional 
function that, when convolved with the simulated aerial image for a given mask pattern and applied to a threshold 
function, gives a representation of the photoresist pattern remaining after development. The simplicity of this modeling 
approach makes it attractive for rapid modeling of photoresists for process development applications. 
In this work, the resist point spread functions for three current high-resolution EUV photoresists [Rohm and Haas 
EUV-2D, Rohm and Haas MET-1K (XP 3454C), and KRS] are extracted experimentally.  This model is then used in 
combination with aerial image simulations (including effects of projection optic aberrations) to predict the resist pattern 
for a variety of test patterns.  A comparison is made between these predictions and experimental results to evaluate the 
effectiveness of this modeling technique for newer high-resolution EUV resists. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is currently being developed as a potential solution for manufacturing at the 32 
nm technology node and beyond.  One key challenge in meeting this goal is the development of photoresists that meet 
the demanding requirements of sensitivity and resolution. 
In order to investigate these issues, a static micro-field exposure tool based on the Micro-Exposure Tool (MET) optic 
and operating at a wavelength of 13.5 nm has been installed at the Advanced Light Source, a synchrotron facility at the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.1-3  The MET optic is composed of two multilayer-coated reflective elements 
and has a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.3, comparable to the value expected for first-generation EUV production tools,   
with a field size of 600 µm × 200 µm at the wafer. 
In this work a method for modeling the two-dimensional post-develop resist pattern based on a resist point spread 
function is explored.  The modeling technique is described in Section 2, and methods for extracting the key model 
parameters from experimental measurements of the contrast transfer function are described in Section 3.  Extracted resist 
PSF model parameters for three EUV resists are reported in Section 4, and comparisons of the model results with 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of actual resist exposures are presented in Section 5.  Finally, conclusions 
are presented in Section 6.  
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2.  RESIST POINT SPREAD FUNCTION MODEL 
An accurate model of the photoresist response is extremely useful for process development, control, and other 
applications.  These models are often complex systems of differential equations, making them fairly computationally 
intensive.  A much simpler resist modeling technique using a resist point spread function4 has been shown to have good 
agreement with experiments for certain EUV resists such as Shipley EUV-2D.5  The resist point spread function is a 
two-dimensional function that, when convolved with the simulated aerial image for a given mask pattern and applied to a 
threshold function, gives a representation of the photoresist pattern remaining after development.  This is summarized 
for positive resists in Equation 1: 
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where Iresist(x,y) is the (binary) resist image intensity, Iaerial(x,y) is the aerial image intensity, PSFresist(x,y) is the resist 
point spread function (PSF), and T is the resist threshold.  The same relationship holds for negative resists if the “less 
than” symbol is changed to a “greater than” symbol.  Note that because a simple threshold approach is used to determine 
the resist image, only first-order effects such as feature size can be predicted using this model.  Therefore, second-order 
effects such as sidewall angle or feature height cannot be predicted. 
3.  EXTRACTION OF RESIST POINT SPREAD FUNCTION 
The resist point spread function may be extracted from measurements of the contrast transfer function (CTF) for the 
optical system used for resist exposures.  The first step in the procedure is to select the form for the point spread 
function.  In this work a Gaussian function is used.  Because the PSF is being fit to one-dimensional features (the equal-
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where σPSF is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function used for the resist PSF.  Note that the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the resist PSF is related to σPSF by  
 
FWHM = 2 2ln2σ PSF  .                                                                  (3)  
 
This is equivalent to measuring a cross-section of the PSF in the direction perpendicular to the lines and spaces.  In 
this case, the PSF is assumed to be rotationally symmetric.  However, the two-dimensional PSF may be reconstructed by 
measuring the CTF for lines of different orientations and fitting the data individually. Under the assumption that 
anisotropy is not present in the resist, this additional measurement is not required. 
In order to extract the resist PSF for a given resist, the measured CTF and the simulated CTF (including effects of 
optical aberrations and illumination conditions) are required.  In order to account for any constant “DC offset'” between 
the measured and simulated CTF, a variable parameter, FDC, is subtracted from each point in the simulated CTF curve 
before the convolution step.  The FDC term may be considered another model parameter that may be varied to obtain the 
best fit.  For each feature size (or spatial frequency) in the measured data, a sinusoid of appropriate pitch is generated 
with a contrast matching the corresponding simulated value.  The sinusoid is then convolved with the chosen resist PSF 
function, and the contrast of the result is compared with the measured value.  The parameters of the resist PSF may be 
varied in order to find the values that best fit the measured data.  In the case of a one-dimensional Gaussian resist PSF, 
the σPSF (or, equivalently, the FWHM) is varied.  The best fit is determined to be the value of the FWHM that minimizes 
the sum of squared errors (SSE) between the fitted curve and the measured data. 
4. GAUSSIAN RESIST POINT SPREAD FUNCTION RESULTS 
In this section results of the Gaussian resist point spread function model fit are presented for three different EUV resists.  
The model is fit to measured CTF data for each resist.  These measurements are described in detail in another paper in 
these Proceedings.6 
4.1  Rohm and Haas EUV-2D Resist 
The results of the resist PSF extraction with DC offset term for Rohm and Haas EUV-2D are shown in Figure 1.  The 
best fit was a Gaussian FWHM of 53 nm, very close to the value of 50 nm previously reported for this resist by 
Naulleau,5 with a DC offset value of 0.26.  There appears to be good agreement between the fitted and measured curve. 
4.2 Rohm and Haas MET-1K (XP 3454C) Resist 
The results of the resist PSF extraction with DC offset term for Rohm and Haas MET-1K (XP 3454C) are shown in 
Figure 2.  The best fit was a Gaussian FWHM of 18 nm with a DC offset value of 0.31.  Again, there appears to be good 
agreement between the fitted and measured curve. 
4.3  KRS Resist 
The results of the resist PSF extraction with DC offset term for KRS resist7 are shown in Figure 3.  The best fit was a 





Figure 1. Extraction of resist point spread function with DC offset for Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist. 
 Figure 2. Extraction of resist point spread function with DC offset for Rohm and Haas MET-1K (XP 3454C) resist. 
 
Figure 3.  Extraction of resist point spread function with DC offset for KRS resist. 
The root cause of the DC offset is not evident. The value of approximately 0.25 is significantly higher than the 
measured flare8 and thus cannot be completely explained by it. Other possible causes include inaccurate knowledge of 
the wavefront error and relatively long-range resist effects not accounted for in the simple Gaussian fit. 
5.  PREDICTIVE CAPABILITIES OF RESIST PSF MODEL 
In order to test the predictive capabilities of the resist PSF model, aerial image simulations were run for representative 
mask patterns.  The resist PSF models for various resists were then applied to the aerial image data and the results were 
compared with SEM images of actual resist patterns.  The mask patterns chosen for simulation were “elbow” patterns 
with 45 nm line and space width.  The wavefront of the MET optic as measured using lateral shearing interferometry9 
was used in the aerial image simulations, and the results are shown in Figure 4.  A constant background value was added 
to the aerial image data in order to alter the contrast according to the DC offset term for each resist model, and then a 
Gaussian of the appropriate FWHM value was convolved with the result to give the “resist image.”  The “resist images” 








Figure 4.  Simulated aerial image of dark field elbow pattern with 45 nm lines and spaces using measured MET wavefront.8 
 
 Figure 5.  “Resist image” (resist PSF and DC offset applied to aerial image) for Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist with values given in 
Section 4.1. 
 
Figure 6. “Resist image” (resist PSF and DC offset applied to aerial image) for Rohm and Haas MET-1K resist with values given in 
Section 4.2. 
After the “resist images” were computed for each resist model, a threshold was applied to binarize the image (as 
described in Equation 1).  This threshold was chosen such that the lines and spaces in the resulting image were sized to 
approximately 45 nm.  The results for EUV-2D resist are shown in Figure 7 along with a SEM image of actual resist 
images of an equivalent 45 nm elbow pattern.  In this case the match between the SEM image and the model predicted 
image is relatively poor.  The image in Figure 7 b.) predicts a large iso-dense bias, as expected given the relatively large 
spread of the Gaussian PSF for this resist.  However, in the SEM image the isolated lines and the outer nested lines have 
collapsed.  This pattern is imaged at or slightly below the resolution limit of EUV-2D resist, and the narrower lines 
predicted in the resist PSF model are likely too small to be resolved in the resist.  This model shortcoming could possibly 
be addressed by adding another step at the end of the modeling process.  This step would measure the linewidth of each 
feature in the binarized image, and remove any lines smaller than the resolution limit of the resist (which would need to 
be properly characterized by printing images in successively smaller increments until the resist features exhibit pattern 
collapse). 
The resist PSF model for MET-1K is shown along with the corresponding SEM image in Figure 8.  The image in 
Figure 8 b.) shows minimal iso-dense bias (as expected given the relatively small spread of the Gaussian PSF for this 
resist).  While not as severe as the EUV-2D case, the SEM image for MET-1K in Figure 8 a.) exhibits significant iso-
dense bias.  The isolated lines that should extend from the elbow pattern are missing, and the outer lines are noticeably 
thinner.  The poor performance of the MET 1K modeling in particular indicates that either the extracted PSF is incorrect 
or that the simple PSF model serves as a poor predictor at these scales. As mentioned above, incorrect PSF extraction 
could be the result of inaccurate knowledge of the wavefront. The relatively poor performance of the EUV 2D modeling 
compared to previous results5 also lends credence to the idea of inaccurate wavefront knowledge. To address this 
concern, printing based wavefront extraction methods are being implemented with the goal of verifying or refining the 






Figure 7.  Comparison of SEM and resist PSF images for Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist.  a.) SEM image of 45 nm line and space 
pattern in Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist, b.) result of resist PSF model for EUV-2D resist after application of threshold. 
 
 Figure 8. Comparison of SEM and resist PSF images for Rohm and Haas MET-1K resist.  a.) SEM image of 45 nm line and space 
pattern in Rohm and Haas EUV-2D resist, b.) result of resist PSF model for MET-1K resist after application of threshold. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A photoresist development model based on a Gaussian point spread function (PSF) applied to aerial image simulations 
was fit to experimentally measured contrast transfer function (CTF) data for three different EUV photoresists, and the 
results are summarized in Table 1. This model was applied to aerial image simulations of 45 nm elbow patterns for two 
resists (Rohm and Haas EUV-2D and Rohm and Haas MET-1K) and the results were compared to scanning electron 
microscope images of actual resist patterns.  The model for EUV-2D predicts extreme iso-dense bias, which appears as 
pattern collapse in the corresponding SEM image.  A possible addition to the modeling process to remove features below 
a certain resist resolution limit could address this issue.  The resist PSF model for MET-1K predicts minimal iso-dense 
bias.  However, this phenomenon is clearly evident in the corresponding SEM image.  Therefore, either the extracted 




Table 1.  Summary of photoresist point spread function model fits for three EUV resists. 
Resist Gaussian FWHM DC Offset 
Rohm and Haas EUV-2D 53 nm 0.26 
Rohm and Haas MET-1K 18 nm 0.31 
KRS 18 nm 0.25 
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